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#ROOTED 
IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO DIG 
DEEPER INTO GOD’S WORD.  
IT’S A STUDY OF THE 
SCRIPTURES IN THE POWER 
OF THE SPIRIT.   
IT WILL HELP STRENGTHEN 
OUR FOUNDATIONS & ROOTS, 
AS WE EXPLORE VITAL 
TRUTHS THAT SHAPE THE 
WAY WE BUILD OUR LIVES & 
CHURCHES. DAVID LYON/ROOTED/INTRO



WHY ‘ROOTED’?
• Our roots (foundations, starting-points) determine everything! (Mt 7:24-27).  Everything 

we’re building will ultimately be defined and evaluated according to its foundations (1Co 
3:10-15).  

• Churches, ministries and lives badly-founded, cutting corners or ignoring God-defined 
limits/boundaries will always ultimately be exposed (1Co 3:13).  When foundations 
collapse and boundaries are shifted, we’re thrown into crisis (Ps 11:3). But when we 
build well we enjoy SECURITY, GROWTH, PEACE, BLESSING, JOY… 

• Apostolic burden/task - laying FOUNDATIONS (1Co 3:10, Eph 2:20) and 
STRENGTHENING churches (Ac 14:21-22, 15:40-41, 18:22-23)  

• In our postmodern, ‘post-Christian’ culture, we must be able to correct heresy (1Ti 4:1, 
2Ti 4:3, Jude 1:4) and “contend for the faith” (Phil 1:27, Jude 1:3) - eg re: Hell, Marriage, 
Gender, Sexuality, Prosperity, Grace, Word… The antidote is always “sound 
doctrine” (1Ti 1:10, Tit 1:9, 2:1) - with solid roots and certain boundaries!
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THEN THE LORD ANSWERED JOB:…“Where 
were you when I established the 
earth?…Who fixed its dimensions?… Who 
stretched a measuring line across it?  
What supports its foundations?  Or 
who laid its cornerstone while the 
morning stars sang together and all 
the sons of God shouted for joy?  Who 
enclosed the sea behind doors when it 
burst from the womb, when I made the 
clouds its garment and thick darkness 
its blanket, when I determined its 
boundaries and put its bars and doors 
in place, when I declared: “You may 
come this far, but no farther; your 
proud waves stop here”?  JOB 38:1, 4-11 DAVID LYON/ROOTED/INTRO



ROOTS matter
The roots/foundations are the starting-point of 
everything we build: 
• Taking time to lay them carefully - and always on 

the Rock - will always bring rewards…and may 
even save lives (Mt 7:24-27). 

• Good foundations express the goodness of God, 
and bring great joy to God’s people (Ezra 3:10-11). 

• We cannot come to maturity if the foundations of 
our lives and faith are not properly laid (Heb 6:1). 

• We never move away from the foundations (never 
stop needing them); in fact, we only ever build 
upon them…

FOUNDATION: AUTHORITY, 
BASE, BEDROCK, 

GROUNDWORK, 
INFRASTRUCTURE, 

SUPPORT, ABC’S, BASICS, 
FOOTING, GROUND, HEART, 

JUSTIFICATION, NITTY-
GRITTY, NUB, REASON, 

ROOT, SUBSTRATUM, 
BOTTOM LINE, NUTS & 

BOLTS, UNDERPINNING
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BOUNDARIES matter
God has established boundaries: 
• In creation (Ps 74:16-17, Pr 8:27-29, Jer 5:22) - an ordered world 

that works within its boundaries. 
• To our freedoms (Ge 2:16-17) - we may love but not lust, have sex 

with our spouse, drink but not get drunk, eat but not be gluttons, 
etc.  And every restriction/limitation is only for our good! 

• To our inheritance (Ac 17:25-27) - God-imposed limitations on our 
lives, gifts and talents…so we can work together! 

• In revelation (Dt 29:29) - things we may know and things we may 
not. 

We must recognise the limits God has set and not “displace boundary 
markers” (Job 24:2) or “move ancient boundary stones” (Pr 22:28).

BOUNDARY: 
barrier, border, 

borderline, 
bounds, 

confines, edge, 
frontier, 

horizon, line, 
perimeter, 

EXTENT, FRAME, 
LIMITS 
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THE CORNERSTONE MATTERS MOST!
• The foundations must be joined to the Cornerstone; 

the Stone that determines proper order, strength and 
stability to everything built upon it and from it… 

• JESUS CHRIST is “the Cornerstone” (Mt 21:42, 
Mk 12:10, Lk 20:17, Ac 4:11, 1Pe 2:6-7); He 
determines everything.  Everything is “fitted together 
in Him and is growing…” (Eph 2:20-22).   

• Our lives, and all our theology, doctrinal positions, 
churches and ministries must must point to Him (Lk 
24:27, Heb 6:1).  Beware anything or anyone that 
draws your attention anywhere else!
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"According to God’s grace that was given to me, I have 
laid a foundation as a skilled master builder, and 
another builds on it.  But each one must be careful how 
he builds on it.  For no one can lay any other foundation 
than what has been laid down. That foundation is Jesus 
Christ.  If anyone builds on that foundation with gold, 
silver, costly stones, wood, hay, or straw, each one’s 
work will become obvious, for the daY will disclose it, 
because it will be revealed by fire; the fire will test 
the quality of each one’s work.  If anyone’s work that 
he has built survives, he will receive a reward.  If 
anyone’s work is burned up, it will be lost, but he will 
be saved; yet it will be like an escape through fire…”  
1Co 3:10-15
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ROOTS & FRUITS
• The Word insists that fruitfulness comes from ‘rootfulness’ or ‘rootedness’ - eg 

Pr 12:12; Isa 27:6, 37:31; Jer 17:8. 
• A tree is known by its fruit (Mt 7:17-19, 12:33, Lk 6:43-44, cf. Ge 1:11-12), and 

its fruit depends upon its root.  What will you be known for?  Investing time in 
our ROOTS and FOUNDATIONS will yield more than we can imagine! 

• Jesus said: “I will show you what someone is like who comes to Me, hears My 
words, and acts on them: He is like a man building a house, who dug deep 
and laid the foundation on the rock. When the flood came, the river crashed 
against that house and couldn’t shake it, because it was well built.” Lk 6:47-48 

• The words are skaptó (to dig, excavate) and bathunó (to deepen, excavate) - 
with a sense of going deep enough to lay foundations and clearing away 
everything that’s unhelpful in order to build strongly and cleanly…
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#ROOTED

FURTHER STUDY 
—————— 
WHAT DO THE PASTORAL 

EPISTLES TELL US ABOUT “SOUND 
DOCTRINE” AND HOW IS THIS 

SIGNIFICANT TODAY?   


